This tendency, however natural in those who practise physiology as an applied science, or however valuable for purposes of clinical record and instruction, is nevertheless eminently unscientific. Desirable as it is to force upon the attention of students certain broad features of morbid physiology?-i e. of the retrograde vital processes; desirable as it is for the rough and ready work of routine practice to mark out certain prominent lines of thought for average minds'?it must, at the same time, be injurious to the better interests even of applied science to ignore the subtler affinities which weave all vital actions into a continuous web. By forcing the intelligence along definite grooves, many minds are entirely shut off from perception of the more intimate correlations of vital phenomena in their genesis and evolution. As long as a system of teaching goes on which elevates the term "pathology" into term of permanent scientific value, that is, as long as this word and many of its fellows are not recognised as merely convenient expressions, so long will partial conceptions of physiology prevail. Now what is for the true interests of the pure science must also be for its true interests throughout its applications. Setting aside then, as inadmissible, any such boundary-wall between physiology and so-called "pathology," we shall see that life partly consists in the elevation of matter to certain high degrees of molecular complexity, which elevation is necessarily and intimately connected with an opposite process of reduction. It is not that the one process simply follows upon the other, so that when construction has reached a certain degree, it is abandoned to destruction ; but that the one process accompanies the other pari passu, the one being a condition of the other; so that the two are only separable in thought. If 
